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Gazing into the eyes of my newborn cousin, I found myself reminiscing about my own children 
as infants, I didn't fully comprehend at the time how the minds of these little bundles of joy were 
like sponges, ready to soak up information from the exciting world around them. 

Tasting, looking, listening, kicking, swatting, grasping, and squeezing are all ways in which the 
young infant from birth to nine months learns. We, as parents can set the stage for learning by 
providing the necessary props. Some toys appeal to her sense of touch, some to her sense of 
sight and some to her sense of hearing. In this article we will explore what toys are appropriate 
for the young infant (Birth - 9 months) and why they are important for her development. 

Toys which react to the gentle touch of your baby are soft rattles that jingle as they are shaken, 
a roly-poly ball that chimes as it tips over, and shapes and objects your baby can bat as they 
dangle in front of her. As the infant touches an object and sees it move or roll, she experiences 
pleasure while learning about cause and effect. One piece toys which have a few parts 
attached to one another will tend to flop around and change shape as your baby plays with it. 
Toys which can be mouthed while being touched are excellent choices for this stage of 
development. It is through mouthing that a baby learns about size, shape, and texture as well 
as taste. Plastic keys are a good example of a mouthing toy. 

Batting and swatting toys increase eye-hand coordination as well as creates input for the sense 
of touch. Good batting toys should be colorful and lightweight. They also should be large 
enough for your baby to reach and hit easily. It's even better if the toy makes a sound when hit. 
A crib or cradle gym is a fine choice for this purpose. It is has adjustable heights, you will be 
able to move it further away as your baby starts reaching and grasping purposefully. 

Your baby's sense of hearing is stimulated when she listens to a music box or shakes a rattle. 
Crib toys that make noise when a string is pulled or when the toy is batted are popular. 

Infants love to look at themselves. Try giving her a safe plastic mirror. Your baby will gaze 
intently at her own reflection. Other visually stimulating toys that are intriguing are face pictures 
and bright, bold, simple, patterns hung in the crib area. Patterns with checks, giant polka dots, 
broad stripes, stars, simple flowers, and faces are best. 

No toy, however, can take the place of you, the parent. You are able to respond to your infant 
in many ways, unlike those inanimate objects just considered. You can provide multisensory 
experiences just by playing with your baby. As you make funny faces or noises, she will coo 
with happiness. Playing peek-a-boo can be a fascinating event for your infants. This game will 
be providing visual and auditory stimulation while your baby also learns that something does 
exit even if she can't see it. The sense of touch is activated as you let your infant play with your 
gingers or bounce on your stomach. Take this opportunity to dance and sing. You may not 
have this chance again to be so appreciated by your young audience. 

The most important fact to remember is that play is an interaction between your infant, her 
surroundings, and you. Play is also an essential part of your infant's development and how she 
learns. It should be a time of joy for both of your child and you. 


